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 Read-Online: Yes. Torrent-Hash: 0f1f40aab99b1a60c2023bef2e82dc9c5d42f7dda3c4b9d1b4f638b6a942b7f. This is a patch to patch over an earlier patch that added, amongst other changes, some spells, and restored the saves. There are some (not all) changes that don't have a changelog entry in the file itself. You can find them in the source's log files.
===================================================================== GAME.FULL Patch Notes v1.2.0 As of this patch: (If you can't find a changelog entry for a change, please let me know via PM or something.) After this patch is released (2/6/2018), I will begin working on a 1.2.1 Patch which will address the following. 1.3.7 Added Aetherforge's feature to drop Titan's

Hammer and various other add-ons on the ground. 1.3.6 Fixed a bug that made Titan's Hammer spawn in the wrong continent (Calas, instead of Ultros) after the patch (1.3.4). 1.3.5 Fixed an issue that caused Titan's Hammer to not drop from the altar (altar-hammer) in the Throne Room. 1.3.4 Fixed an issue that caused Titan's Hammer to not drop from the altar (altar-hammer) in the Throne Room.
1.3.3 Fixed an issue that caused the Hammer of the Destroyer to not drop from the altar (altar-hammer) in the Throne Room. 1.3.2 Fixed an issue that caused the Hammer of the Destroyer to not drop from the altar (altar-hammer) in the Throne Room. 1.3.1 Fixed an issue that caused the Hammer of the Destroyer to not drop from the altar (altar-hammer) in the Throne Room. 1.3.0 Fixed an issue that

caused the Hammer of the Destroyer to not drop from the altar (altar-hammer) in the Throne Room. 1.2.9 Fixed an issue that caused the Hero's Shield to not drop from the altar (altar-shield) in the Throne Room. 1.2. 82157476af
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